
PER SONNEL

Nothing you can plan will be more important to the success of
the Ford AdminisLration than your selection of personnel.

Lady Bird Johnson wisely wrote in her book that, with no
disrespect to the Kennedy team, the single greatest mistake LBJ
made was not bringing his own team sooner.

The Admìnistration is presently staffed with many fine, abled,
dedicated men. However:

they were recruited, hired, and directed by personnel
system controlled totally by
tione of whom would seem to it your approach to government,

they are exhausted,

some may have v-ulnerabilities from the past two years,

some hae developed difficult relationships with the
rest of the government during this tough period now past.

With the good feeling that exists toward you today, good people
can be recruited. However, the good feeling could erode during
the fall campaign and as economic or other problems arise, The
time to recruit is now. If not, the public will conclude, it is
ubusiness as usual.

Attention to personnel is vital to your success. It is your
principal control point. Without full attention by you to personnel
matters, there will not be a true Ford Presidency.

Some suggestions:

1. The most important thing you can do with respect to
personnel, is for you to resolve to spend a significant portion of
your personal time on the subject of personnel. The better job that
is done, the less time you will have to spend during the remainder
of your Presidency on problems, because you will have people in
whom you have confidence and who will have the statue and ability
to do the job.



2. Everyone previously connected with recruiting and
approving personnel should be taken out of that line of authority.

3. Freeze hiring now, except as specifically approved by
a person of. your selection, This can be clone by pointing out that
you intend to reduce the size of the White House staff.

4. Put a man of stature in charge of personnel immediately,
as your personal representative, if only for a five-month period, to
(1) advise you, (2) reconrmend reorganization of the system,

staff the office with new personnel and recruiting people,
initiate top recruiting now and (5) serve as a lightening rod and

point of information about people who would like to come in as
well as people who are presently on board,

5. The new man in charge of personnel should be someone
of stature, such as you would name to your Cabinet, but who would
prefer to spend only five months on leave either from another
government post or from the private sector (Laird, Scranton, etc.),

6. Go after two or three top appointments from outside
the government by early September. It will send a signal to the
country and the Administration that you plan to uprade. The
appointment of a David Rockefeller or a Walter Rston would
serve as an attraction to other outstanding people around the
country who would then be encouraged to come.- The appointment
of individuals of less statue in this early period will be a signal
to the contrary.

7. It may or may not be desirable or possible to make
your Vice President also the head of a Cabinet Department. However,
it might be desirable to see that he has something substantive to
do. You, of course, are an expert on the Vice Presidency. However,
it is my view that depending on who is selected, he might serve as
your top man for either Domestic Policy, Economic Policy or
National Security Policy.

8. There is general agreement that the White House staff
has deteriorated in the last two years and that many are one or two
notches over their heads, You should announce a reduction in the
White House staff of 10-30% within two weeks. The White House
staff is bloated. It has probably trippled over the last six years.
The only time you will be able to reduce it is now. If it is not down
by a third by January 20, 1975, it will be even larger than today by
1976.



9. We have not been asked, and thus, not made specific
recommendations as to personnel. However, we have received a lot
of unsolicited advìce during our discussions, When a personnel man
is selected by you, our files will be turned over to him.

lo. You need Blacks in your Administration, including
minorities in your personal office,

II. You should promptly, in consultation with the forme r
Pre sident, name a man to handle liaison with Mr. Nixon.

12. Look over retiring House and Senate members, Governors,
Republican and Democrats, Frelinghuysen, Edith Green, Chamberlain,
etc., and sprinkle the good ones throughout the government soon.

13. There is some uncertainty at the present time. That is
not all bad, Howeve, I recommend a direct approach. As soon as
decisions can be made, people should be seen personally. 1f it is
best that they leave, they should be told. If they are to go but could
be useful elsewhere in the Administration, we should go to work and
find the place. 1f they are to be kept, they should be told and relied
on and given responsibility and good management direction,

14. As far as timing, you might think of the personnel aspects
of the movement toward the Ford Presidency in three segments:

Changes to be made prior to October 1, 1974 --
prior to the election;

Changes to be made between the election and
January 20, 1975. The men that are in place on January 20, will
be your team for the remainder of this term;

Filling vacancies as they arrive - - Post-
January 20, 1975.

15. Specific procedures should be arranged so that there is
careful, humane, decent treatment of those individuals who will be
leaving. It is not complicated, but it takes a little time and has to
be organized. This should be the case whether they are leaving
voluntarily or involuntarily. These are fine men who came to serve
their country. It has been tough. It is critical to recruiting that thèse
who are thinking about coming into this Administration, see clearly
that the people who are there or have been there, were well treated,
Further, it is the right thing to do,



16. As important as recruiting and having good people, is
managing and leading them once hired The individual who assumes
the responsibility for personnel for you, who must report directly
to you, should attend to these matters. He should see that people
are briefed on ethics, their responsibilities, and on the expected
behavior pattern.

If the success or failure of the Ford Presidency depends in
large part on people, the personnel function is critical. To be
successful you must have full confidence in the individual you assign
that responsibility and he must be properly organized to do it.


